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an important figure in politics though he had been an important
party figure; nor was he at all known either at home or abroad.
His appointment roused little interest and, because of his close
personal and party relations with his predecessor,, was regarded
simply as a sign of continuity in foreign politics. He was expected
merely to hold down his office, and so far from dominating the
cabinet as Stresemann had done, to be completely overshadowed
by the chancellor*
The rigid theorist may say that a prime minister is not a prime
minister at all if he does not, in the eyes of the nation,, overshadow
any individual among his colleagues, and on that point not a few
elastically conscienced prime ministers have been very rigid
theorists. But Mueller., though not incapable of pettiness, had
too lively a political sense to be petty now. His overshadowing
of the new minister meant that in the battle now reaching its
height ostensibly on a question of foreign politics,, the great
official defence of the policy would have to be made not by a
national leader, but by a "Marxist" whose nationalism was suspect
in quarters which would have rejected with contumely any sus-
picion of Stresemann.
That was the circumstance which radically altered the whole
situation. It created the position that Stresemann had all along
striven to avoid, an alignment of forces as between Left and
Right without any centre party to hold the balance. It is true
that this time the centre parties were with the Left and that the
Right was facing dissolution, but the alignment was there and
was noticeably there. There was little fear of the coalition breaking
up at the moment under the savage bludgeoning of the extremists.
It had attained a unity denied to any former cabinet. The Centrists
had all gone Leftward again; the Populists were as hot against
Hugenberg as if they had all been true-blue Stresemannites from
birth. But the worst had happened. The Young plan on which
Stresemann had hoped to build the new political and economic
foundation, would now be identified with the "non-national"
party, and the cause of counter-revolution once again be allowed
to mask as patriotism. That was what Stresemann could have
prevented; that was what Mueller could not prevent. All the

